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MISSING THE PUJO DAYS  

By Aju Mukhopadhyay 

 

Living away but keeping touch  

with Bangla and Kolkata  

I was afraid of visiting my ancestral place  

during the festive extravaganza; 

more the Pujo days invited  

more I was afraid of visiting 

the heterogeneous sites 

away from my mooring.  

Painting the clay bare-body-parts with dexterity 

finishing touches on Durga murthy  

evoke nostalgia 

as they decorate her with careful mania   

producing different unknown Mothers 

of different shapes, dresses, modes and colours  

  who would look at us eagerly without shies  

with large eyes like our cherished companion;   

it’s an Open Invitation  

to view the Mother from different angles of vision;  

after all they are clay bodies, ever fragile  

Immersed in water without guile.    

 

Parody of age old practices  

and forgotten rituals galore 

would float in the WhatsApp of mobile sets      

with hilarious uproar;  
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somewhere Pujo Mantras would be parodied  

in rustic tongues indigested  

somewhere skeletons of our ancestors sordid  

would return train-loaded  

after receiving the ritual foods  

and water on the Mahalaya day;  

all these to the modern intelligentsia 

 are insignificant paraphernalia;  

they are fond of joke frolic and satire. 

Bombastic speech and song  

float in the air.   

 

When everything is parodied  

when police presides over the citizens’ meetings 

When people throng on the roads 

 not knowing which Durga to see; 

who is the real Mother  

who is a product of parody,  

When before the usual dates  

they flood the cities to see what others see 

when all blinds come out  

in their latest outfit to rejoice the festivities  

missing the theme and heart of the festive moments, 

 I was afraid of visiting my ancestral place  

during the festive extravaganza 

 living away but keeping touch  

with Bangla and Kolkata.  

 

Pujo days of our childhood and youth  

redolent of festive mirth  
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are still fresh with sound and colour  

those were the devout hours  

less bombastic with less of fracas 

and less digital tyranny;   

they’re dear to our heart  

still fresh in our memory.  
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